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ABSTRACT

The multiple scattering theory is used to develop a theoretical framework for the calculation of

the heavy-ion total reaction cross section. Several important medium effects such as Pauli blocking.

are included. The second order double scattering contribution to the ion-ion "tpip2n interaction

is calculated and found to contribute at most WA effect on OR. It is found that whereas at

intermediate energies the "tpiPj" accounts reasonably well for the total reaction cross section,

indicating the predominance, at these energies, of single nucleon knockout, it understimates OR

at lower energies by a large amount. This is mainly due to the abrace in utptp2" of fusion ami

inelastic surface excitation. The case of exotic (neutron-and proton-rich) nuclei is also discussed.



I. Introduction

In recent years the total reaction cross section of heavy ions has become the focus of extensive

theoretical1 ~(> and experimental7"10' attention. On the theoretical side, microscopic calculations

have been performed within both the {ipipi)2* Lax approximation and the more exact G-ma:nx

formulation *'. A major emphasis has been allocated to the discussion of the degree of transpar aii-:y

in the heavy km system, and how this is traced to the nucieon-nucleoti scattering. A basic input

in these calculation is the nucleon-nucleon elastic t-matrix appropriately modified to take into

account nuclear medium effects in both projectile and target.

Since at intermediate energies these medium effects can be taken into account as correction;

added a posteriori to the free nucleon-nucleon t-matrix. one may use this exhaustively studied

object in the calculation of OR. Owing to the linear relation involving the total nucleon-nucieun

cross section and the Im t, through the optical theorem, the energy variation of <?£ v is accordingly

quite relevant for the purpose. In particular the discussion of the reactive content of a ft whether

for nucleon-nucleus or nucleus-nucleus systems becomes intimately related to that of Cj s •

To set the stage for action we show in Fig. (1) the already extensively exhibited Cj v vs center

of mass energy, for the pp and pn systems " ' . We note that <?j." is abou; twice as large as o™ or

Orp at small energies. At intermediate energies they become comparable. Ignoring the very small

Bremsstrahlung emission, the cross section oÇ at Ei»k < 280 MeV is practically 100% elastic

scattering. The first reaction channel, namely one pion production, opens at £"i,t — 2S0.VM'.

followed at EL** * 530 MeV by the two-pion production cross section, etc. Thus in the energv

range 280 MeV < Em < 530 MeV the nucleon-nucleon total reaction cross section is just the

one-pkm production cross section integrated over angle. This is shown in Figure (2).

In fact, what is plotted are the production cross sections for the isospin T=l and T=0 states.

The identifications <TR(T = 1) = 9% and <TR(T = 0) = 2oR
p - o'£ then give the relevant nucleon-

nucleon cross section. As a result, one finds, at least in the energy regime £{.«» < 530 MeV

(i.e. before reaching the two pion production threshold), that anf is about 0.62% of a". Fur

the purpose of completeness, we also show, in Fig. (3), the two pion production cross-section

o(np — npK*t~) and o(pp -* ppx+w~). These cross sections are orders of magnitude smaller



than the one-pion production cross-section.

Clearly, the threshold energies for one- and two-pion production processes in the free nucleon-

nucleon system are significantly reduced in magnitude in the nucleon-nucleus and more so in the

nucleus-nucleus systems, owing to nuclear medium effects as experimental findings have shown
12). This fact, however d o » not necessarily indicate that qualitative considerations concerning

the reactive context of nucleon-nucleus (l/>), and nucleus-nucleus (tp\fn) interactions, respectively,

cannot be made using as a guideline the nudeon-nucleon reaction cross sections discussed so far.

Accordingly we can afinn that the reactive content of the tp and tpipz interaction is pre-

dominantly single nucleon knockout 13' at low energies, and/or one- or two-pion production at

intermediate energies. Clearly the excitation of collective degrees of freedom are not accounted for

in either of the interactions mentioned above. Thus it becomes quite important to investigate the

energy range in which the "ipiPz" interaction is the dominant component of the ion-ion potential.

The vehicle through which the above can be accomplished is the multiple scattering descrip-

tion. This theory, not only supplies a convenient framework through which the simple Lax potential

can be derived and discussed, but it also makes possible the construction of higher order corrections

which may contribute significantly to OR at lower energies.

It is the purpose of this Report to investigate the significance of the "tpipt" interaction for the

total reaction cross section of heavy ions. Both nuclear medium effects and higher-order, multiple

scattering contributions, are discussed. The principal aim is to delineate the energy range in which

this interaction (at least its reactive content), approximates well, the interaction between two

nuclei. Recent studies2*, have suggested that even at low energies (E < 15 McV/N) the ^tp%pi~

interaction reproduces well the total reaction cross section. As we shall see later in this Report

this is not so on account of the fact that several important reaction channels, not accounted for hv

the "tpipi" potential, whose major reactive channel is single-nucleon knockout in both projectile

and target nuclei, become increasingly important as the energy is lowered.

The organization of this Report is as follows: In Chapter II we present a detailed account

of the theory of OR. In particular we discuss several approximations used for its evaluation.

We also generalize the one-channel theory of OR to multichannels. In Chapter III we present a

summary of the multiple scattering theory appropriate to heavy ion collisions. The first-order



interaction as well as the second order double scattering contributions are then derived

and analyzed. The imaginary part of the "ipipj" interaction is then fully discussed in Chapter

IV. A very careful analysis of the Pauli blocking in the context of heavy tons is also presented

in this Chapter. Further, we assess the importance of using a relativistic Dirac formalism in the

calculation of oR. Calculations of an for several HI systems is then presented in Chapter V. with

a comparison with the data made for 17C + 1 2 C. The effect of the identity of the particles on aR

is also discussed.

The role of peripheral processes, where the collective participation of severe! audeous uu iiie

mutual excitation of the nuclei is discussed in Chapter VI. In this context, of great interest is

the excitation of giant resonances in intermediate, and high, energy collisions, which reveal new

aspects of the nuclear structure not accessible by means of other nuclear probes. As we show later,

the peripheral processes imply in a very peculiar mode of absorption of energy by the nuclei. The

absorption of energy in peripheral collisions at high energies will go preferentially to the excitation

of collective motions or to emission of a pair of nucleons, or clusters. As a brief account of this

subject, we shall particularly direct our attention to the reactions with radioactive secondary

beams, which is a subject of increasing interest. Finally, in Chapter VII. our concluding remarks

are presented.

A number of appendices relevant for the discussion presented in the different Chapters of the

Report are collected at the end.



II. Theory of the total reaction cross-section

In this Section we present the full details of the theoretical structure of the total reaction crosi

section. The relation between OR and the underlying :mag:x.aiv ;.an of the optical potential is

most generally and easily obtained using the generalizes: optical theorem. This we do first. We

then turn to the discussion of on within several limiting cases aad approximations, in particular

the eikonal expression for on is investigated.

Let us first consider the Lippmann-Schwinger Equation for the optical T-matrix which de-

scribes elastic scattering

where G^+) is the free propagator or Green function, (E - Ha + it)'1, with Ho being the free

Hamiltoman. In Eq. (II.l). V denotes the complex optical potential.

We multiply Eq. (H.I) from the right by T~l and from left by V~* to obtain

Applying the same procedure for the complex conjugate version of (III) gives

Subtracting (II.3) from (II.2) results in the following

r - ' - r f "" = V"1 -V*~" + 2ztiiE-H.) (II A,

The last term in Eq. (11.4) is just the difference GJ,+'(£) - G'0~'iE). We now multiply Eq. (II 4)

from the left by T1 and from the right by T to get. after using the relations T — Vfi(+> and

j t _ nt>r>1 V'T where fi* is the Móller wave operator.

T-T* =



vVf ar«- tu»» in * {tosiuou u» «it-rive (in* opmsu tiifor<-tu wiucii rriaCcs. ihr im;t£::iary j»ari o: ::.-

forward scattering amplitude to the total cross srctiou. Indeed, taking the on-sheii matrix

(in plane waves) of (II.5) leads, inum-tfiateiy to «k' = t >

r—•*•"(*.<>•) = i < k i #*''<v -i < k i # < v - r jii i k > - l i ^ í l
21 2l (2~) fi

we

Using now the relation between 7*"-»**" and the elastic scattering amplitude / .

we obtain

^ Im f{k,0) = 4- < *'k+> I /m V | vĵ » > + [dtl\f(k.8) ;* , / ;
k Ek J

which is the generalized optical theorem we are seeking. Since on the right-hasd side, we h:-

the total cross-section, and Jdil | f(k.9) |2 is the angle integrated elastic cross section, we c

immediately identify the first term on the right-band side to be just the total reaction cross $<??:;

»«=^<^ ) | /mV|^ l> (7/9

In the above derivation of aK through the use of optical theorem, we did -ot pay a:;c..:»o_

to the long range Coulomb interaction. This, however, poses no fundamental problem as one csz.

generalize the optical theorem, is such a way as to have Im (/(0) - / /u i*(0 i on the left-bar;

side of Equation (77.8) and JdilU f[k,9) \2 - | / / j .mt . t f ) |2 as the second term on the nci"

hand side of the same equation. In the above expressions. ÍR»tk(k.9) is the Rutherford scatter::.;

amplitude. The first term, namely an (see Equation (II.9)). is unchanged. For full details of i~r

above generalization we refer the reader to Haldeman and Thaler l4> and Hussein et al. IM. For

completeness, an alternative, more direct, derivation of a ft using the usual Wrocskian argument:;

presented in Appendix I.



Equation (II.9) can be straightforwardly partial wave expandrd yielding

with the clastic channel transmission coefficients Tt, given by

* •

where vt(k,r) 'a partial wave, radial, wave function, which is a solution of the radial optical

Sehrõdingrr equation (with the full V). Of course, the following notation holds I w w n Tt »nd the

elastic S-matrix

In the Iarge-number-of-partial-waves limit, and under semklassical conditions, one may replace

the partial wave sum by an integral and / by W —1/2, with • being the impact parameter. Thus

Eq. (11.10) becomes

*"" (W.13)

In the application to heavy ion reactions, it has been customarily to introduce a strong absorption

radius R,.m. which would Emit the ^-integral above in the sense that T[b) is represented as

T{b) = 9{R.M - b) [II.14)

Eq. (11.14) implies that the limit of infinite absorption (large Im V) for b < R,m and zero

absorption for b > A s a , a case hardly exactly met in physical systems. It does, however, constitutes

a reasonable first approximation for Tib). It is important here to remind the reader that R., is

energv dependent to account for the Coulomb barrier restriction. Usually R,.m is taken to be

RB



where Rg and 15 are the position and height of the Coukxnb barrier, and £ is the center of mass

energy. With (11.15). ffjr becomes

•« - »*» (i - Y) {U 16>

The above expression for <r«, does account well for heavy ion total reaction cross section data

op to center of mass energy per nucfeon about one fourth the Fermi energy (ef = 37 hitV). At

higher energies, the data start dropping off until an enexgy/nudeon of about 140 MeV (roughly

canal to the pk» rest mass) is reached, after which on rises again. This fact clearly shows that a

great amount of transparency is attained at intermediate energies, and the question arises as how to

relate the transparency to more fundamental physical quantities, such as the nucieon-nucieos total

cross section. The vehicle through which this is accomplished is the explicit connection between

T{b) of Eq. (11.13) and the elastic channel optical potential, as Eq. (II11) implicitly dictates.

The optical potential itself is constructed from multiple scattering theory as «ill be discussed in

Section HI.

In terms of the complex phase shift which specifies, S, namely S = cxp\2i6), we may write

T{b) = 1 - expf-4 *,(*)) (//.17)

where t,(b) = lmS(b). Within the J.W.K.B. approximation, we have for the phase shift

v l M )

where r( is the turning point, and r# = [t + 1/2)/k = b. The imaginary part of if is obtained

immediately

10



where

tani(r') = - | f Im I V ) \k2 - ^ - ± - ^ - ^ fle V(r'

At sufficiently high energies, in the sense of V/E < 1, one may expand (11.19) to first order in

Im V. to obtain

/ = " 2 F

which may be considered as a precursor of Glauber (or the Eikonal) formula, since with the use of

cylindrical coordinates r' = (z',b) and ignoring Re V'(r') in the square root, one may write

= -\jftf & ImV(^/^ + 7»)

The above expression is to be contrasted with that given in Eq. (11.21), in that the former involves

a free trajectory for the incident particle (using classical language) whereas the latter moves on a

trajectory determined by the combined Coulomb plus Re V(r) potentials.

We note that 6j(b) should behave as a function of impact parameter, similarly to that of

Im V(b). In fact, if we make the approximation Im V = -H'o QiR - r'), we obtain

(77.23)

The difference between (11.23) and that obtained with a Wood Saxon form for Im V is concentrated

at the surface region.

The transmission coefficient T{bi. Eq. (11.17) is then given by

T(b) = 1 - «pi- ^ \ZR* - v\ (77.24)

11



It is clear from thr abovp formula rhai th** d«'jniifM-tirv of T'bi on E aüó •.•ims'-ipn-titiy th.v

of ffjt is determined from the dependence of H'o on E. If H*o oc E112. the energy dependence

of T(b) is washed out. On the other hand if Wo « E1/2ONH(E), then the energy-dependence of

T(b) is exclusively determined by the energy dependence of ffjv.v(E), as will be fully discus» d

later. Obviously, the above simple rule, changes as the energy is lowered, since an extra energy -

[ -1-1/2

|fc2_£íí+ü_ 2çüeK{r> in Eq. 111.21;. Further.

nuclear medium effects, e.g. Pauli blocking, introduces further energy dependence. These questions

will be fully addressed in the next section.

Though very schematic, the expression obtained for T(b), Eq. (11-24) using the square well

model for ImV(r), still serves to exhibit several interesting features of <TR. Using Eq. (11.24' ir.

Eq. (11.13), we obtain for <rR(E)

where A = E/kW0 is the mean free path. This equation was first derived by Çethe l6'. To correct

for the Couloum! barrier effect one merely replaces (11.25) byI7>

where RE = R+ l/k.

Equation (11.26) may be compared with the purely geometrical formula (11.16) and thus the

transparency factor, T, defined by

can be immediately extracted

Figure (4) exhibits the behaviour of T vs 2i?£/A.

12



Eq. (11.28) identifies the physical parameter that determines the value of T, namely 2RE/\. For

large 2J?E/A. namely A « 27*E. we obtain for T.

(77.29)

and accordingly, the total reaction cross-section becomes proportional to the surface

"-*(-£)(-»)
a A21* for nucleon — induced reaction

ex (A\/3 + Ay3)2 for ion - ion collisions (77.30)

The above result is characteristic of strongly interacting systems characterized by short A such as

hadron-nucleus. On the other hand, in the other extreme, namely 27ZE/A < < 1 (implying long

mean free path A compared to the effective diameter of the interacting system), we obtain

(77.31)

giving thus for the total reaction cross section the following form which is proportional to the

effective volume of the system

« A for a nucleon - induced reaction

X{A1/3 + A\/3)1 for ion - ion collisions (77.32)

The i4-behaviour of OR in Eq. (11.32) is typical of weakly interaction probes with a nuclear target.

Examples are electron and photon-induced reactions. The mean free path in these cases is quite

long owing to the weakness of the underlying electromagnetic interaction. Accordingly, the whole

13



nucleus is "s^n" in the process of the collision, in contrast to hadron-inducmg reactions, where

only the surface nucleons participate in the collision process.

Clearly, the above picture depends on energy, in the sense that weakly interacting probes

behave, at higher energies, like hadrons (in the photo-nuclear case this is commonly referred to as

the vector-meson- dominance phenomenon *•'. It seems obvious now that hadron-like processes,

such as the ion-ion collision discussed here, behave at intermediate energies, like weakiy interacting

systems owing to the diminishing value, at these energies, of the total nutleon-nucieon cross section.

the basic microscopic quantity for these systems. In the next sections we investigate, within more

realistic calculations, the behaviour of OR and T as a function of the combined radius of the

heavy-ion system.

So far we have discussed the total reaction cross section within a one- channel (optical) de-

scription of the elastic scattering process. In many instances, a more general description of nuclear

absorption, based on coupled channels theory, is called for. Thus, in the following we present such

a description for the purpose of completeness and in order to develop a theoretical framework

through which improvements upon the multiple scattering calculation, presented in the bulk o:

this paper, can be eventually made.

We introduce now the projection operators, PQ,P and Q, which project out. respectively.

the elastic channel, the directly coupled nonelastic channels and the closed channels (fusion). The

elimination of the Q-subspace and the energy average performed subsequently, results in an effective

PQ + P coupled channels. The aim now is to evaluate the total reaction cross section in / V

The equation for the elastic element of the T-matrix becomes now instead of Eq. (II.l)

P.TP, m P.VP. + P.VPG^PTP. (11.23)

which may also be written in the following equivalent form

P.TP, = V.,,. + Uvt.P.&^P.TP. (11.24,,

P.VP, + P.VPGl+}PVPo (IJ.25)

14



»h«r PG^P tf thr efft'Ctivt. exact propagator in the P-subspact

Of course the discussion presented earlier follow-:ic Eq. ill l j rtui be immediately applied to

Eq. 1,11.34). with the only difference that the structure of the effective optical potential operator

V,p, is now fully exhibited in Eq. (1135). Using Eq. i l l 35i in (II 5). which we write now as

Po S(E - Ho) POTPO (11.36)

we have

a-.,, - ulpt) po

JvP&+>PVPo - \PoVPGl+)PVPo)

- 2xiPoT'Po6{E - H.)P,TP, (11.37)

)\ili+)P0

Assuming now that the POP coupling interaction is Hermitian VPPm = (Vpp,y, which is a

reasonable appronmation if we consider that the effect of the averaged out Q-space results mostly

in an imaginary contribution to the diagonal terms. I'p.p. and Vpp (which appears in 11.34). we

have, for the second term on the RHS of Eq. (11.37). the following

\

í

(7/.3S)

The above result is a consequence of an identity satisfied by the Green function PGt+)P. Using

(be fact that the Moller operator defining the channels P is

It



PW*'P = PG'^PX P.ii'+'P.

we can now write for P0(T - T')P,, Eq. (H-36), the following expression

P0(T - T*)P.

.v'P i *£"' > * £ -

- 2iriP<,TtP.á(£ - Ho )P9TPQ \ II40.

The derivation of the total reaction cross section can now be accomplished using exactly the

same steps followed in deriving Eq. (II.9). Then

Tk [< +% 'Im U%}

where <ro represents the direct reaction contribution to OR and corresponds to the third term oc

the RHS of Eq. (11.40). The first term in the above equation represents absorption in the P, and

P channels owing to coupling to the closed channel subspace and thus corresponds to fusion. The

above general expression for the fusion cross section has recently been used in discussing heavy ion

fusion at low energies where coupled channels effects seem to be important ! 9 - 2 ".

Clearly Eq. (11.41) is. in principle, equivalent to Eq. (II.9). as long as the optical potential

used in the latter represents the exact interaction in the elastic channel. The decomposition of

OR into the distinct terms, namely o? and ap is, however, quite useful in discussing the rea:::ve

content of microscopically derived optical potentials. The "t^ipi" interaction analysed fully ir.

the following Chapters represents but one term in op- This may well be the dominam term at

intermediate and high energies. However, at lower energies, we expect that OF and the other terms

in o o such as inelastic channels, to be by far the dominant terms in <TR. The derivation of the

above result u*'og the Wronskian is presented in Appendix I.

16



To the end of this Chapter, we comment briefly on the possible need of using a rclativistic

description of heavy-ion elastic scattering especially ai Ec M . M > 200 A/el*, where recent research

in proton-nucleus scattering seem to indicate tbe starting point in such a deschption in the optical

Dine equation with a combined scalar and time component vector potentials employed as an

interaction z3>.

Our aim is to assess the importance of the relativistic effects on <rjj. For the purpose we

have evaluated OR for proton scattering on *°Ca and MtP6M>. The details of this calculation is

presented fully in section V. Our results indicate very little difference between the relativistic and

non-relativistic o&. We therefore reach the conclusion that a non-relativistic calculation of OR for

heavy ions at energies up to EC.M./A — 800 MtV, should be quite adequate. In Section III we

discuss in detail the non-relativistic "ipipi" interaction.

17



III. Multiple scattering theory

III-l. The proton-nucleus "tp" interaction

In this sub-section we discuss in detail the microscopic nucleon-nudeus optical potential. We

do this for two reasons. The first one is that this interaction has been the subject of intensive

theoretical investigation for more than 25 years, which resulted in a quite satisfactory status, and

the second being that, in principle, the nucleus-nucleus optical potential, can be denned in terms

of the nucleon-nudeus interaction through a folding integral (single folding). Of particular interest

is the discussion of the reactive content of the nucleus-nucleus interaction, given the structure of

the underlying nudeon-nudeus optical potential. This is important for a better understanding of

the nature of the total HI reaction cross section at intermediate energies, which has received great

attention recently.

A simple, first trial, guess at the form of the nucleon-nucleus potential is the classical relation

where V(r*,r) is a properly antysymmetrized projectile (nudeon)-(target nucleon) interaction and

p{y) is the single particle (classical) density of the target nucleus (obtained from e.g. Hartree-Fock

calculation). Clearly the above expression is not entirely correct since, firstly. U is real whereas the

optical potential must be complex to account for the non-elastic processes, and secondly. V'(r.r')

cannot be used as it contains singular components (the ''hard core") at r < 0.4 fm. What is used

instead of Vfr.r1) is an appropriate effective potential, (or G-matrix) whose bard core is smoothed

out, in favor of density dependence (absent in V(r. r')).

An apparently different method, usually applied at higher energies is to formulate the problem

within a multiple scattering framework. Here one has as an input, the nucleon-nucleon t-matrix

(generally off the energy shell). In this paper, we use this latter approach, both in nucleon* and

nucleus-nucleus scattering. For the purpose of completeness, and the presentation of a general

18



framework, where correction to first order approximation may be constructed and discussed, we

present below the essential ingredients of this approach 7*'

The Hamiltonian for the projectile inucltonH:arget nucleus) system is written as.

H = -£lv :-;;\ -\ (///.li

where .V,v is the target nucleus Hamiltonum and V is the interaction between the incident nucleon

and the target nucieus. which can be written as a sum of individual nudeon-nucleon interactions

•si

The solution of the scattering problem is represemed by the full nucleon-nudeus T-matrix

where E is the CM. energy. The solution of (III.3) is facilitated by the decomposition

T= £ r,,(E) r,.(E) {III A)

with

= V " + V"

Substituting ! 111.4/ into (III.3) gives

A

T»lE)

The set of equations iIH.4) - (III.6) constitutes the basis of the multiple scattering series which

results in the following

— r w i £ ) + ... (111.1)

19



Al this point it is important to emphasize that ry, *"* " o t two-body projcctile-nudcon transitioit

matrices: the propagator lf(E-iH - V) + i<) = GolE' contains the fnll nuclear Hanültouian H\

(sec Eq. (IIM)) and consequently rf, is a «A-cl)-body operator.

The usual procedure is to replace rr, by the corresponding nucieon-nucleon T-matnx in free

space

= v,. + v,.
s

The corrections to the replacement r —» t resides in corrections to the free Green function - the

replacement of an (A+l ) operator by a two-body operator, ar.d to the use of the CM. energy of

the p+1 system in the p-N system t which is reasonable if .4"1 << 1).

The state is now set for che obtention of optical potential operator which is formally denned

by the equation

']r (///.9
where PQ = | *O X *o Ir«the projection operator onto the target nucVus ground state, and A^

represents the kinetic energy of the CM. of the nucleus. Then

V = T(E) - T(E) G9(E) T(E) + ...

The ground state matrix element of V gives us the optical potential for elastic scattering, via

V(E)=<k.n'.0| V|k.0.0>

where n' is the center of maw momentum of the target nucleus, and k is the momentum of the

projectile. The first order potential obtained from Cq. (III. 10) reads

20



V*l!(k\k:£) = A f ^ i j o.-px -q.pl)Hk;.k,:F) (///.i2,

where •» is the target nudeus density matnx. which is related to the density by

q = k ' - k . k^k-^i
fn

The next step is to set p t = 0 in t, which results in the "f/>" expression

(J/J.14)

The last form ignores off-shell effects. It has the advantage of suplying a model independent pro-

cedure for discussing nucieon-nucleus elastic scattering. The reactive content of V o ' . as is known,

is quasi-free knock-out 1J). It is to be expected that the impulse approximation form of V{!>.

Eq. (III. 14 i would be valid at intermediate proton energies \Er •+ 100.1/eV). At these energies,

the nucieon-nucieon scattering is practically purely elastic j except for very small bresstrahlung

emission». At higher energies, pion production becomes important (£^\;W - 14O.\/eV). This is

clearly seen from Fig. 11). showing the total reaction cross section for the free nucleon-nucleon sys-

tem. Clearly medium effects modify this picture to some extent (e.g. shifting the pion production

threshold to lower energies). Funher. these same nuclear medium effects*' like Pauli blocking and

Fermi mot son of the target nucleus, bring about changes in (he form of V1" (validity of impulsr
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approximation) a* «vil .v n;akc higher order correctwíi-. :«IatrJ to auclrt>i>-nucM-ou

more important.

Among the numerous corrections required for a better treatment of the scattering process. tL>.

second order, double-scattering, effect seems to be the easi«t to estuuate.

This term looks like, in momentum space (using the frwr nucieon-nucicun t-mairix as ba*ic

input) »»

' t<
< k " . o i r , ; k . 0 >

Several approximations are usually employed to simplify the above equation. We use an

nuclear excitation energy in the free Green function. Ea — £„ = É. employ cl j^ure to g-f: rid of

the Y,a*o = Ha ~ I ̂  > < : ^ I' **"* «npioy (^e eikonal (high energy approximation- in

the Green's function. Introducing the two particle correlation function

1 /
r) = / tflri, - - - rA) £ £ i(r' - r; '*' r~ri K

one can then write an approximate form for the double scattering contribution, which in coordinate

space looks like

V<2>(r)2:-i|iv«"(r)] ilcr, . (///IT

where V*" is the first-order "tp~ potential and RturT, is the two particle correlation ienz:h. f.-er.
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(77/18)

where a further assumption on the quantity 7****/^ has Iwra made, namdy that it depends only

on the relative separation between the two nucleons and not on tbeir individual positions. In the

absence of two-body correlations, Rttr = 0- In general, it is expected that /*7 )(r' .r) would

approach the no-correiation form at separation larger than of the hard core radius (— 0.4 fm). At

smaller separations P*7) = 0. Thus Rtwrr S - 0 4 fm.

The estimate given above for JZ«rr. » very crude. A more refined, treatment of i U r . presented

by Ray2*' that it is actually composed of four distinct contributions

(7//.19)

where, following Boridy and Feshbach27'. Rpaui, is related to the Pauli exclusion principle cor-

rdations, RSRD » related to the short range dynamical correlations and RpsK » connected to

a combination of Pauli and short-range dynamic term. Finally RCM. «rises from center of mass

correlations. We give below the approximate expressions for these four contributions to

derived bv RavM>

(7//.20)

where the parameters A. kf(r),É,h,tt are the target mass number, local Fermi momentum, finite

range parameter of Dudeon-nucleon elastic t-matrix. short-range dynamical correlation parameter
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tlit effective "romlatiut. U-ugth'. :opect»vciy. Wi- aituuld umaitua tlrní D txlálÀis- a rax.-

•egngiole energy drpeaoVnce: 0 € 6 ai ELAB *• 100 MtV and dropping to about 0.1 at ELAB -

2200 MtV.

We haw evaluated Jt^rr.. according to Eojs. (111.19, and (111.20} for the system p + " C at

several proton laboratory energies. The results are presented in Fig. (5). As can be seen in this

figure the Hhff'm"'* contributions to A»»-, «rise from the Pauli and center of mass correlations.

Further, the values of the calculated JZCOT. over a wide range of proton energies approximates

ckcerjr the very simple rtfimatr for J U r . given earlier, nameiy -0.411 fm.

We see dearly from oar approximate form for V*1 Eq. (111.17) that the multiple scattering

series is an expansion in order of the correlation radius. The third and high order terms, would

depend on three and many body correlations. No staple expressions is found for these terms. In

the next sub-section we shall employ the above theoretical developments for the calculation of the

ion-ion interaction at intermediate energies.

ni-2. Nackuc-nuclens "fpiis" interaction

Once the nudeoc-nudeus potential operator is constructed, the corresponding nucleus-nucleus

potential can in principle, be obtained, with due care to antisymmetrization by a folding procedure.

In ditnming heavy ion reactions at low energies, it has been customary to employ the double

folding prescription in conjunction with an effective nucleon-nucieon interaction (G-matrix; which

contains most of the nuclear medium effects. A more thorough discussion of this has been givey

by Satchler and Love w \ who write for the ion-ion real potential the following

RcV = Iarx Idr7p^Tt)KiTi V\rl2 = R t r j - r , ) (//J.21)

where V is given by the M3y

V(ru)» «315 7 7 - -1961 — * J» 6(rlt)
* *\t 2.5 T|2
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with

J» - - 51 MeV / m 1

The last term in the above expression for V takes into account the nucleon exchange effects. No

energy dependence is present in the above expression. Of course at higher energies, the proce-

dure above should be replaced by the more appropriate nucleon-nucleon G- or t-matrix, which,

when inserted in the double folding integral above, would determine the energy dependence of

the resulting, complex ion-ion potential. Thus, following the discussion of the previous section we

write

- -4* § INN{9 - 0; E) jdr\ pAl(r^) pAi{t - r') (/J/.22)

where fss is the nucleon-nucleon scattering amplitude, with the help of the optical theorem, we

may now obtain the imaginary part of VA
%jAt(r)

j PAl{t') PAi(r - r') dt' (111.23)

whis is clearly just the proton-nucleus imaginary interaction folded onto the projectile density.

The real part of VAjAi(r). which would correspond to the intermediate energy version of the

double folding interaction, can be obtained from the systematics of Re fss- One usually writes26'

R* ÍNN = a Im

Im fss = (koXiNl\K) exp -a.v.v q2\ (111.24)

The parameter a depends on the nucleon energy, attaining the value of 0.06 at ELAB = 800 MeV

and becoming negative at E > 1000 MeV. In table I we present the values of the physical
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parameters that determine / , \ v at several laboratory energies. As a consequence of Eq. (Ill 241

and table I, the real part of V^'At at E/S ~ 1000 A/el' should become attractive. We turn no»

to the consideration of the second-order (double scattering; contribution to the ion-ion potential.

Our recipe for this contribution is to perform a symmetrized single folding with the projectile

and target densities. This then suggests

~ Kc^[/(v*,,(r - r'))/u,(r') dr'

V i W r - r')) PAAT') * ' (J//.25)

where VJy]^(r) is the nucleon-nudeus (Ai) *tpn type optical potential discussed earlier.

We evaluated the second order (double scattering) correction to the W<PIPJ" potential, accord-

ing to Eq. (IH.25), with &,„. given by Eqs. (111.19), (111.20) for the system 12C - 1 2 C at the

following laboratory energy per nudeon 100,200,300 and 500 MeV. In Figures 6 and 7, we show the

radial distribution of the second order correction to the optical potential for the l2C+i3C systems

at the above energies. For comparison, we also show the contribution of the dominant, "tpipj".

DF, potential at 100 MeV/N. The range of the second-order potential is appreciably shorter than

that of the first one owing to the highorder density dependence; "(tpifpj" vs. ~(tpi jpí"79* • It

is interesting to note that the imaginary part of optical potential changes at 100 MeV/N namely.

W*(I) is regenerative whereas at the other cited energies it is absorptive. We should stress, though,

that the summed contributions of H'(I) and M'(2) is guaranteed to be absorptive. The above be-

haviour of W (2) is a consequence ot the folding formula (III.25). Using explicitly the form of V ( l )

Eq. (111.20). we have

E
- — | Re9rr | a <4 < p\t/yA2 + p\tpAl > (r)

^ | Reorr | ( o 1 - 1) 4 < p\%PAl + p%pAl > ,r , {111.26,
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+ jp\^-r'*PAx(r')dr' (111.21)

Therefore Re V'2' being linear in Rt fs\ and correspondingly in the parameter a) is atractive

in the energy range 100 MeV < E < 500 A/el* and repulsive at ELAB > 1000 A/eV. In contrast

Im V(2) behaves as i Q : - 1 ) and thus is regenerative at those energies where o > 1 and absorptive

at the other energies where o < 1 and absorptive at the other energies where a < 0. The sum

Im V ( l ) -i- Im Vt2) is guaranteed to be always negative (absorptive) as unitarity requires.

In our calculation of the ion-ion optical potential to be described later, we have used Pauli-

blocking corrected nucleon-nucleon total cross sections. The full details of the structure of Im (V (1)+

V'7)). which is used later for the calculation of OR, are given in the following section. Here we

may mention that owing to the fact that the volume integral of V(z) is 0.3 of that of V(1), it is

expected that the erect of V*2) on OR is small. We have verified this by evaluating, within the

JWKB approximation discussed in Section II, the total reaction cross section of nC + 1 3 C using

V(1) -r V<2) for an optical potential and have found that V'2' has a less than 10% influence on

OR with respect to the calculation with only Vu* included. In our calculation, to be described

fully in Section IV. we have included the Pauli-blocking effect mentioned above, and performed an

appropriate average over the Fermi motion of the nucleon in the projectile and target.



IV. The imaginary part of the "XP\PTT interaction

In this Section we develop further the theory of the imaginary part of the ion-ion potential

discussed in the previous Section. In particular we investigate the effect of Pauli blocking on the

potential and the consequent effect on the mean free path. Other medium eifects such as the

binding energy, off-shell effects and the non-locality of the potential will also be briefly discussed.

As we have seen in the previous Section, the imaginary part of the "tpAPa" interaction, car,

be written in the following form

;r) = -£-<,»»(£) Jdr' pMr- r') pB(r')W(E;r) = -£-<,»»(£) Jdr' pMr- r') pB(r') (/V.I

where E and kN are the energy and momentum per nucleon. respectively, and <r$;S is the nucieor.-

nudeon total cross section. The Pauli blocking is included in the above expression for W. by

modifying (reducing) oJiN. According to Kikuchi and Kawai30' this entails substituting a\<,

above by an average cross section given by (for the case of proton-nucleus scattering <

O! 2k osslk, k') (IV.2

where it is assumed that t | is the momentum of the projectile nucleon, fcr is the Fermi momentum

of the target, kj is the momentun of a target nucleon. dSl' is the element of solid angle that defines

the direction of the finai relative momentum k'; k is the initial relative momentum and <7,v;v(k. k' i

is the differential KN cross section. The integrals appearing in Eq. tIV.2) take into account the

Pauli blocking through the restriction imposed on j k2 ,< kf and on dil'. Assuming an isotropj-:

angular distribution of ff(k.k') s X al^N{k), one is then able to derive for ^jv.v- the followiiiç

simple expression *"

^ ^ ^ ! (/V.3
ti

with
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t, v f 1 - s -V . A < h

In obtaining Eq. IV.3). it is assumed that the free nucieoi»- nucieon total cross section is indepen-

dent of energy, which is a reasonable assumption at energies above 100 MeY. Assuming an energy

dependence which is proportional to the inverse of the energy. P(X) attains the following form:

P(X = 1 - |.Y

For the nucleus-nucleus interaction. Eq. (IV. 1). the incorporation of the Pauli blocking effect

into y£\v is involved since both projectile and target nucieons are Pauh blocked. No simple

expressions for P' X > is obtained in this case and only through numerical integrations is one able

:c obtain ?\\ The pertinent formulae as well as the details of the calculation are given in

Appendix I\*.

The above consideration of Pauli blocking is made in nuclear matter. In actual finite nuclei,

we invoke two straightforward modifications on the results obtained so far: the local density

approximation, which renders kp dependent on the radial distance, through kf(p{r)).

^-[l^r)]'
and secondly, we use an average nucleon-nucleon cross section. For nucleon-nucleus scattering we

have

< y£-v >= UA-Z iõ %•„ - Zãsp j IA i IY.i

where ,V refers to n or p according to whether the incident nucleon is prutun oi í.cutrun. respec-

tively. In the absence of Pauli blocking, one expects from Eq. (IV.6) that generally < ãjs > if

iarzer :han the free p-p or n-n cross section. Of crourse for N=Z nuclei.
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Th« .«yuiuu-trizcd <r^A relevant for nucleon-nucicus scattering ha* the fun:.

af >= -— aT A1A2

Since within the local-density approximation ãjS and < ãj-s > are r-depe::cent. the exprei-

sion for W. Eq. (IV.l), becomes

\V(E;r) « -•£- fdr'pA(r-T')pB(r') < *}* > [r.tftr.r'fcif S)\ {IV.S

To take a better account of the surface, we have also corrected fcf(r) to become "'

where £ is of the order of 0.1. The above form of kF is the one employed in the calculation of

W Eq. (IV.8). The Fermi momentum of each nucleus has been determined using Eq. (IV.9' by

dividing the space occupied by the nucleus into three regions, internal, central and surface.

Using the above as well as the results of Appendix IV we have calculated the Pauli blocking

modified X-N cross sections. In figures 8 and 9 we present the behaviour of <rpp and anf vs. k.

Also shown are the free space cross section. Different values of the Fermi momentum of the target

nucleus. kf\, Jfcp j . were used for the purpose of comparison. In figures 1101 and 11 are shown the

effective IT.V.V appropriate for nucleus-nucleus scattering, for different values o: :he Fermi momenta

Jtpi and fcf-,2 of the two ions.

From these figures, one can see clearly that the Pauli blocking reduction in the values of the

<?,v.v is greater in the nucleus-nucleus systems than that in the nucleon-nucleus systems at higher

energies. At lower energies the situation is inverted quite drastically. In fact at it < fcf, the

nucleon-nucleon cross sections in the nucleon-nucleus case approaches zero. On the'other hand, at

these low energies the nucleus-nucleus anf and urr is non-nezligible. This is so due to the increased

role of the surface nucleons that jtill have enough energy owing to Fermi motion which enable:

them to scatter nucleons into the Pauli allowed angular region.
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It is commonly assumed that the total nucl<-oi;-iiurieon cros> M-ction in free spare is slowly

varying function of energy and is con<»*quently replaced by a constant. Such a procedure is ux-d.

e.g. to derive the Pauii-modined cros? section. Eq. (IV.3i. However, in the energy region of interest

to us. the energy- dependence of the free cross sections is quite strong and has to be taken into

account, as we have done here.

We are now in a position to calculate VV. In figure (12) and (13) we present our results for

two systems. Also shown is the W evaluated with the free tfjvw f°r comparison. Clearly Paul:

blocking reduces greatly the strength of \V at lower energies as expected. At intermediate and high

energies the Pauli blocking effect is reduced in importance, and \V approaches the one with free
av/v- ^ e should mention that at low energies, other reactions mechanisms besides single nucleon

knockout come into play rendering our calculated W with Pauli blocking certainly smaller than

the W extracted from adjustment of the total reaction cross section. This we discuss fully in the

following sections. To take into account the effect of these other mechanisms, one has to have a

model for W which accounts for the excitation of collective surface excitation, as well as for fusion.

Before proceeding with on calculation of OR for several systems, it is relevant to assess the

importance of another effect, which is completely alien to the formalism developed so far, namely

relativity. By relativity, we mean the actual relativistic treatmentof the particles involved and the

use of the Dine equation. Therefore, we dedicate the next section to this question and consider

specifically p-nucleus scattering.



V. Relativistic, Dirac, form of the total reaction cross section

The discussion and calculation of OR presented in this paper was based on non-relativiscic

scattering theory. In recent years, it has become quite clear that proton-nucleus scattering at

intermediate energies is more correctly described by a relativistic Diract optical equation. In

particular, spin polarization and rotation seem quite clearly to require, for their description, such

a relativistic theory33'*4*. One would also like to check whether such a relativistic theory will

influence <TR. In this section, we present the relativistic formulation of CTR and apply it to proton-

nuclear scattering21'.

The Dirac equation that describes the elastic scattering of a nucleon. treated as a Dirac

particle, from a spin-saturated nucleus, is usually written in the form, using a time-dependent

description,

fcf • p + /?(m + Vs) + VJ v = Ev (V.I

where it is assumed that the average, complex, nucleon-nucieus potential is a sum of a scalar

component, V,, and the fourth (time) component of a vector potential. Vo. The matrices a and

and 0 are Dirac's, and 0 is the four-component vector wave-function.

Let us write V, and V, as

V, = V. - ill',

v.-r.-iw. (v.2.

Eq. (V.2) can be rewritten as

Ut(E - V.) - n • P - (m + V.)] v = 0 (V.31

obtained from the usual relations, 17 s 74a, 74 s 3. We now perform the usual manipulations of

multiplying Eq. (V.3) from the left by v = vff 1A and constructing its conjugate with the subquem

multiplication from the right by p, to obtain finally
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- v,) - n • p - (m + v.)j * = o (v.4,

v[(74(£ - V*) - ii • p - (m + V.»)L . O (V.5)

The usual Wronskian argument used in Appendix I now supplies us the continuity equation

- V • j = | (v f W.* + * S , W . * ) (V.6j

with

(V.7)

the hadronic current.

Integrating Eq. (V.6) over a large volume and using Gauss's theorem, gives us

where the integral is over a surface surrounding the potential, in a region where the potential

has completely vanished, and describes the net inward flux due to absorption (We jí 0,Wt jí O).

Dividing this flux by the incident current v/[l - (v/c)2]1 fi = vj (assuming that </>(+) is rvrmalized

to unity), gives the total reaction cross section

OR = - \l j.A/n=r-<r'|Hf, + ##|idw> (v.9)

We remind the reader again that ^ ( + ) is a scattering vector wave function.

Eq. (V.9) can be further reduced to a form more convenient for numerical evaluation. We do

this by explicitly writing v ( + > in terms of its upper (large) and lower (small) components,
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where A = E + m + V, — \'o, and u, satisfies the reduced Dirac equation

((Ô p) I (S- p) - £ - m - V. - V.) u. = 0 (V.ll)

With Eq. (V.10), OR, Eq. (V.9), becomes

-{W.-W.)(j9 pu.) ( j *E + m
nvym

Using the fact that (W, - W,)/ | A \'= (A~l - A*~% )/2i. we can. after performing one integration

by parts and using Gauss1 theorem on the second term on the RHS of Eq. I V.12), write for OR

the following surface integral

which reduces, in the appropriate s -* oo, where 4 - » £ + m = (l + 7)171, to the final expression

dARe(u\õ*-nõpu.)
\ /

Eq. (V.14) could have been obtained directly from the first part of Eq. (V.9) namely from the

identification OR = — I / , _ , „ dA • j J/7». Our derivation above serves as a check of the correctness

of Eq. (V.9). In the following, we evaluate Eq. (V.14) in the eikonal (small-angle) limit.

The eikonal approximation to V'i+) or u, of Eq. (V.I) or (V.ll), has been recently discussed

by Amado et al.J5). Here we derive an eikonal form from OR, starting with Eq. (V.14). We follow

the notation of Ref. (57).

Within the eikonal approximation to u,, we have, as r -» oc

p u, mv fi u, (V.15)

Using Eq. (V.15) b Eq. (V.14), we obtain
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, = — / dA uç ft • i u, (V.1G)

Since S is any large surface surrounding the interaction potential, we may take for it two planes

perpendicular to the z-axis at z = ±oc. We then have

°R « ffbV «. I2 (b. r - -oc)- | u. |2 (b.z - +oo)| (V.17)

Eq. (V.17) exhibits very nicely the physical meaning of in terms of the probability densities | u, |J

(b,r —»-oo) and I u, |2 (b,z — -t-oo).

Using the usual substitution for the upper component

where x» are Dirac spinors and 5(r) satisfies the differencial equation

k• V5(r) m míve(r) + V..(r)íã• r x k - it• k l l (V.19)

In Eq. (V.19) the central, Vc(r) and spin-orbit, VM interacion are given by (see Eq. (V.l l )

and k « | ( k + k'). the average of the initial and final momenta.

Defining the z-axis to be along the direction of k, the eikona] phase S(r), can be written ac

(V.22)5(r) = - j f <fe'jl'f(6.z') + V;.fb.í')íí bxk-iit/IJ

Using Eq. (V.22) in Eq. (V.18). we can write down immediately for I u, |3 (b . : ) the following
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I «, I2 (b.i) m xl expj-2 Im S(b.*)| \, (V.23;

we remind the reader that S is an operator in spin space.

Let us introduce the quantities

F=E-V.(h,z) (V.24,

M = m-V.(b.z, (V.2ó>

Then Eqs. (V.17), (V.20) and (V.21) give us

"It = x l [ / < ^ ( l - « « ' > ) ] X. (V.26.

when

) i • (b x k) (V.27.

and

^ £ Im (N* - F2) (V.2S-

,..(b) = » £ * I Im [_L-| (f + .V)] (V.29)
At this point it is worth mentioning that the quantities oe(b) and o,a(b). aze related to tb<-

thickness functions, (c(b) and f,«(b) of Amado «ft al. "•"'. defined by

2(ftc)*t;_
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Thus

Gains back to Eq. (V.26), we note first that we can write it as

2*

2*

X.

f" (VJ4)

The tenn invohing tf-bxk does not contribute to the b-integr»l due to symmetiy about the z-axis,

Eq. (V.34) can also be written as (Eqs. (V.32) and (V.33))

oh = 2* ^hdb(l - *** cash [2Re t»(b)\\ (V.35)

Eq. (V.35) is the principal result of this section. It expresses OR in the usual form of an impact

parameter integral involving "reUtivistk" transmission coefficients given by

T(b) = 1 - e2 * ' f«(*> cosh [2 Rt U (V.36)

It is dear that the exact form and details of T(b) would be irrelevant if the nucleoo-nucleus

scattering is dominated by a black disk-type absorption. In such a case T( b) would be representable

(V.37)
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where 6 (x ) is thr step function, and R, is a. characteristic absorption radius. If Eq. (VJ7> is used

• a becomes the simple gto—etrical limit.

(VJ8)

V the above were true, not too much physics would be extracted from »«.. Luckilytotali

cross section data of proton-nut leus systems at inUi mtdiale energies exhibit major deviations from

the black disk result Eq. (VJ8). Nucleus become quite transparent to nuckons at intermediate

•neigies 2 ) , and the quantity that mtaniiri this nwltar transparency in detafls is given by T(») of

Eq. (V.36). Therefore detailed evaluation and discussion of T(b) and the resulting v« is dearly

caDedfor. This has been done using the conventional non-reiativistic theory by Digiacomo, DeVries

and Peng2>. hi the foDowing we present our result for and discussion of ffjt within the Dirac-eikonal

treatment presented in this section.

Before presenting our results, we warn the reader that tc(b) is ill-defined for proton scattering

because of the preserce of the long range Coulomb potential which is present in V,(r). This

difficulty can be dealt with easily by some appropriate modification of the integral involved. The

details are given in Appendix I of Ret 23). Here we only cite the final Coulomb-modified, but

finite, en

2* r° b db (l - e* to *•<»> cosh[2 Re (,«(•)]] (V.39)

Finally, a word about the optical theorem and its generalized version for charged particle

scattering. For neutral particles the usual form of the optical theorem

<r« - y / m F(k,k;£) - -j \ F{k.k';E) f dSl^ (V.41)

should yield the correct expression for on. In fact, with the elastic scattering amplitude F(k,k':

E) derived by Amado et ai."-3*'.
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(V.42)

F, = - i t I dbb J,(qb)(c ''"> cosh [tn[b)\ - l\ (V.43)

ro
= -k / (V.44)

q = | k - k' |, and Jo and Jj. are ordinan- Bessel functions, Eq. (V.42) results in exactly the

expression for OR given in Eq. (V.35).

For charge particle scattering, Eq. (V.41) yields infinite values for both terms on the RHS.

Howerver. a generalized optical theorem can be derived from this purpose and it does supply a

means of calculating OR.

OR = y/mif(k,k;E)-fe(k,k;E)J

- y [ | Fe(k,k';£) |» - | f(k,k';£) fjdí) (V.45)

where Fc is the point Coulomb scattering amplitude. In a way, the procedure we employ amount

to basically calculating the difference F - Ft in the form of an impact-parameter integral, which

yields completely convergent results.

Numerical results

In what follows we present the results of our calculation of ?#. Eq. (V.39), for p + 4 0 Ca and

p+wi p b -n t j i e p r o ( o n mcrgy range 10 MtV < Ef < 1000 MeV. We take for the proton-nucleus

optical potential, the impulse-approximation Diract optical interaction for spin-saturated nuclei

has the general form iiU)
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< k' I tf.. I k> = - ^ k.(9) PM) + 14 Fv(q) pv(q)\

s V.(q) + V.(q) (V.46)

In Eq. (V.46), F. and Fv are the scalar and vector pieces of the Lorentz-invariant N-N

amplitude, respectively, and p , and p\- are the scalar and vector form factors of the target nucleus,

given by

/>.(«)=< 0 | ][>""'I 0> (V.47)

e M i r ' ! 0 > (V.4S.)

The above densities can be better visualized when written in configuration space.

ace.

=< 0 I Y,1'* *(r - r.) | 0 > s £ í.(r)v.(r) (V.49)

pv(r) =< 0 | ̂  i(r - ré) 10 >= 53 vi(r)*.(r) (V.50)
i a

where we find a-sums are over occupied single particle states. Writing it. terms of its upper and

lower components.

we can express ps(x) and pv(r) as

oee.

i ' ' j ; ^ 2 - M ( r ) . (V.52)
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Therefore, the difference pv(r) - ps(r), measures the strength of vhe lower component density

2pi(r), and accordingly, the degree to which the optical potential is rclativistic.

The potential calculated by McNeil et al . l 4 \ is obtained by setting Fs(q) =: F5(0) and Fv(q) =:

Fv(0) in Eq. (V.46). In this limit, which is quite reasonable in the energy range considered,

the Fourier transform of Eq. (V.46) yields a local potential in configuration space, with its 7-

dependence completely specified by ps(r) and Pv(t). We therefore write

V.(r) = V;{E) p.(r) , (u^F) - iW7(£)) p.{r) (V.54)

r) = (v;(E) - iW;(£)) pv(r) (V.55)

where ps and pv lepieieat the shape of the densities and they are both normalized to unity in the

cental region. McNeil et al.M> presented their results for V%(E), W%{E), V$(E) and Wg(E) at a

radius where ps and pv are both 0.16 fm~*. These values of the densities, correspond to a final

momentum, k? = 1.37 fm~l. It is found that W | is negative, implying, using our convention, Eq.

(V.2), that the scalar interaction is regenerative whereas the vector one is absorptive. Their values

come out comparable, with Wj(E) a bit larger than Wg. AD of these results are in accord with

phememenologieal findings. The above results were also confirmed by Horowitz"* in his nuclear

matter calculation of Ws and Wo.

Armed with the above facts, we evaluated OR, Eq. (V.39), using the results of McNeil et

al., as presented in their figure 1. For the density shape of 208Pb we have used Saxon-Wood

forms with parameters fixed in accordance with results obtained from electron scattering, which

basically supplies pv for protons. We have, however set ps(r) = pv (r) for all r. The radius, R,

and difuseness, a, parameters for 20$Pb, are 2)

R = 6.624 fm, o = 0.549 fm

The density shape of 40Ca is usually parametrized as

1 + "V(r - R)/a\ (V.56)
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with «; = 0.1017. R = 3.669 /m. a = 0584 /m.

The results are presented in Figures 14 and 15*'. It is clear from the figures that the

comparison of our OR in the energy range 100 MeV < E < 1000 MeV, with the data 2), is as good

as the one obtained with the nonrelativistiv theory. This finding convinces us that our calculation

of OK for heavy-ions presented in this paper, with the conventional nonrelativistic "ipiPi" potential

should be adequate.
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VI. Calculation of OR for several heavy ion systems

Having obtained the microscopic ion-ion potential in the previous Sections, we are now in a

position to test it insofar as its reactive content is concerned. Further, the range of dominance

in W of inclusive single-nueleon knockout at intermediate energies can now be assessed. In this

Section we present a detailed account of our calculation of the total reaction cross section, OR, for

several heavy-ion systems. In particular we discuss the decree of transparency in these systems and

how this is related to the mean free path, as discussed qualitatively in Section II. Another related

question which is addressed here is the dependence of OR on the effective radius of the system and

how this dependence changes with energy. In our calculation, we also include the second-order

double NN scattering potential discussed in Section III.

The expression we use for OR is the WKB one given in Eqs. (11.13), (11.17) and (11.21), namely

OR = 2* J b db íl - exp[-4i/(6)]l (V/.l)

with 6i(b) given by Eq. (11.19), and evaluated for the tpipj potential discussed in the Section III,

with the Pauli blocking effects fully incorporated as done in Section IV.

The expression we use for OR contains the effect of refraction arising from the real part of

the heavy ion interaction potential3'. It also contains an improvement over the treatment of other

authors in that we include, besides the usual nuclear medium corrections, the second-order double

scattering component discussed in Section III.

We have calculated OR for several heavy-ton systems, ranging from light, such as the very

extensively studied "C + " C. to the very heavy 2OtPb +208 Pb. Our aim in this, is not so

much the reproduction of the existing data, but rather to pin down the energy region in which

the "ipp" interaction approximates well the complex ion-ion potential, with its reactive content

being predominantly single and double nucleon knockout (single knockout and double knockout

being respectively associated with the imaginary parts of the single scattering ~tp\p*n and double

scattering *(%p\ )2pj" interactions). As we shall see. at low energies, where Pauli blocking greatly

reduces the strength of the imaginary part, as we have seen in th<? previous Chapter, the calculated
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total reaction cross section, according to Eq. (VI. 1) becomes much smaller than the data, as it

should, since no account is taken of nuclear surface inelastic excitation, fusion and other processes

which dominate OR at these energies.

In figure (16) we present the result for I 3 C + " C. The full curve represents the result obtained

with Eq. (TV.l), including the Coulomb and the real part of the nuclear potentials. In the energy

range 100 McV < EC.M. < 800 MeV/A the agreement with the data is reasonable. At lower

energies, however, our calculation underestimates the data by a factor which could be as large as

2 at EC.M. ~ 10 MeV/A. The dashed curve represent the result without Vjv and Vc and with

no Pauli blocking. The fact that this curve approximates very well the data is clearly fortuituous.

The crosses shown represent the result of nuclear matter calculation reported by Faessler et al. *'.

This calculation seems to come close to our calculation when Pauli blocking is taken into account,

but with no VN and Vc (shown as dashed-dotted Une). It is important to notice that both Pauli

blocking and nuclear + Coulomb refractive effects are quite insignificant at higher energies. Thus

it is in the low energy regime that the theory gets its major check. Of course it is exactly at these

energies, where other nuclear processes, not accounted for by the "tpp" interaction, start coming

into play, as already discussed. These processes gradually fill in the gap between the calculated

microscopic on and the data. Of these, incomplete fusion and deep inelastic processes, are probably

the most important at 5 MtV < E < 15 MeV/A, followed by complete fusion. Inelastic and

transfer reactions as well as other quasi-elastic processes always contribute with varying weights,

depending on energy.

We have also calculated OR for other systems. In Figs. (17)-(24), we show our result for,

"C +40 Ca, *°Ca +« Ca, "C +*° Zr, »ZT + M Zr, »C + l0$ Pb, 40Ca +*• Pb, "Zr +»• Pb

and 10tPb + M i Pb. These systems were chosen to represent different mass regions. In some cases

few data points exist, in other, none. In all cases, we see the clear drop in OR (full curves) as

the energy is lowered, indicating the approach to the threshold of the processes described by the
utp\Pi" interaction. Further, the small dip in OR close to the effective threshold for single pion

production in the nucleon-nucleon scattering becomes less conspicuous as the mass of the heavy

ion system increases.

Having calculated microspically the total reaction cross section from the "fftft" interaction, it
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is now possible to evaluate the degree of transparency in the different HI systems at intermediate

energies. Before doing this, it is useful to establish first the connection between our calculated

results for OR and the geometrical formula given by Eq. (11.16).

We have considered the following systems "C+*»Pb, «Ca+*»Pb, t 0 Zr

•t ECMJA = 10,200,400 and 600 MeV. To reproduce the theoretical values of aR with Eq. (V.2),

we were forced to use the following small values of the radius parameter r t (R = r0 {A
1/* + A1'*)),

1.22, 1.26, 1.26, and 1.26 / m , respectively, for the four systems mentioned above.

These values for r» are considerably smaller than what one might expect if the geometrical

limit of on has been reached by these systems. Such limit is usually specified by the strong

absorption radius which gives for r0 = 1.5 fm. In fact to reproduce the available X2C + 1 2 C data,

shown in Fig. (14) at EC.MJA ~ 5 MeV, we need to use r0 = 1.57 fm. It is therefore dear

that these systems do exhibit a large degree of transparency T (Eq. (11.27)) as was suggested by

several authors. However, one has to be careful when warning this transparency since there is a

strong dependence on the value of r« used. For example according to Bohlen et ai.9*) there is a

12% transparency in "C + 1 2 C at EC.M./A - 12 MeV whereas De Vries et aL3) predict a zero

value for T. Such a discrepancy stems from the fact that these authors use different values for the

strong absorption radius parameter in Eq. (VI.2).

We present now our calculation of T, based on our theoretical results, which we compare to

the following equation

with a radius parameter r0, of about 1.5 fm. For the 12C + " C system this parameter is slightly

larger (r0 = 1.57). In Table (II) we show our results for "C +" C, "C + 2 0 i Pb, 40Ca + 4 0 Ca and

2otp6+zos pb M EC.M./A = 50,100, 200 300 and 500 MeV. We see clearly that the transparency

factor ranges in value from about 50% for the lightest system to about 27% for the heaviest one.
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In our calculation of an presented so far, we did not takr into account the effect of statistics

in the identical projectile target systems. We now discuss this point, and present estimates of the

effect.

The elastic scattering amplitude f(0) should be written as

W) - /(«) + r ( - ) M - /(* - 8) (VIA)

where r = +(—) for boaon (fennkos), and I is the intrinsic spin of the partners and s denotes the

channel spin s « 0,1,2,... 21. In what follows we take the case of two bosons with 1=0 (e.g. 13C).

Thus, through the application of the optical theorem to 7(0). and with Pt(B) = (-)'/>*(ir - $), we

obtain

which can be written, in the impact parameter representation, as

where we have used (-1)* = cos*/ and / + \ « kb.

Let at now evaluate the above expressioo in the sharp cut off model, namely

7 (** / ) p [cos(He - 1/2) - cos(l/2)11

VB(E) * 2* r° db oil + cos (ft* - 1/2)1 T(6) (V/.6}

where be is the Coulomb modified sharp cut off radius. Then

*.,.,., (V/.8)

- *b\ (V7.9)

•«»(** 1/2) +
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In the above expression AO.I . I represents thr correction to OR arising from the identity of the

particles.

In table III we present the values of Ao # l . , for several identical heavy ion systems at several

CM. energies per nudeon. We see clearly that AotUI contributes at most about 5% at these

energies. At higher energies the effect is even smaller. Thus, for all practical purposes, we can

ignore A<r(tat. The use of the more realistic T(b), in Eq. (VI. 1) does not change appreciably the

above conclusions. . .

In the next section we turn our attention to the case of exotic (neutron- and proton-rich) nuclei.

The study of these nuclei has intensified considerably in the last several years and a summary of

some relevant facts is in order, particularly what concerns the total reaction cross-section.
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VII. Reactions with radioactive secondary beams

Some nuclear fragments originated from heavy ion scattering at high energies are formed from

a piece of the projectile nucleus that has not been scraped off by the target. Such fragments tend to

keep various properties that the projectile nucleus had before the collision. For example, they have

almost the same velocity as the beam velocity. In regard to the neutron-to-proton ratio {N/Z).

heavy-mass projetiles such as n%U contains more neutrons than protons (N/Z = 1.6 for U). On

the other hand, the stability line of nuclei extends along N/Z — 1 for light nuclei. Therefore,

fight-mass projectile fragments from U bean» tend to fill the unstable neutron-rich region.

Following this idea, several new neutron-rich isotopes were discovered for a short period of

time at the BEVALAC accelerator39'41'. One interesting application of these isotopes is their

usage as secondary beams. Since the velocities of these isotopes are almost equal to the beam

velocity, high-quality secondary beams are expected. Recently, a Japanese group*2' has extensively

investigated and measured the interaction cross sections of secondary beams at the BEVALAC.

following this technique. Such experiments have also been performed at GANIL with intermediate-

energy beams43"44'.

In this chapter we make a brief analysis of the reaction cross sections involving radioactive

secondary beams. An important motivation for these measurements is to determine the size of

neutron-rich nuclei.

By a comparison of the experimental data with the geometrical area a = *(R2
P + B3j>), with

RP(RT) equal to the projectile (target) radius, one finds that4*' the radii of " I t . "Be and "Be

are much larger than expected from the standard formula R, = 1.2 A1'3 fm. Sato and Okuhara4"

and Bertsch, Brown and Sagawa4'* have shown that these reaction cross sections for light nuclei

can be calculated quite well with approximations of the Glauber model, which e.g. for a zero-range

nucleon-nucleon interaction is given by (eqs. VI.l and 111.23)

*R=2X J bdb{l-exp\-*NN J fri ^(^p^U^-b^ (VIU,

where p, is defined by />,(r) « Jdz p(Vr* + x3). The densities are determined from the Hartree-

Fock single-particle wave functions combined with the shell model occupation probabilities4''.



The result of this calculation is shown in figures 25 and 26, where the isotopir dependence of OR

is shown. The energy dependence of OR for the cases shown, namely Li and Be is completely

determined by that of ONN, •» already emphasized earlier in the report.

The situation complicates if the target is a nucleus with a large Z. In this case, the Coulomb

interaction between the projectile and target plays an important role. In fact. Coulomb excita-

tion of giant resonances is a relevant part of the reaction cross section already for intermediate

energy nuclear collisions47'. Bertulani and Baur*" have studied extensively the implications of

the Coulomb interaction in high energy collisions. For relativistic energies the cross sections for

Coulomb excitation of giant resonances maybe even larger than the geometrical cross sections.

Since the giant resonances decay mainly through particle emission, or by fission, the relevance of

such processes to the computation of total reaction cross sections is obvious.

But, not only the coherent action of the Coulomb field becomes important in high energy

colisions. Also, the coherent action of the nuclear field leads to new effects in peripheral collisions

at high energies. Among others, the effect of emission of correlated nudeons was studied in refs.

49 and 50.

We shall not enter into the details of the effects of the coherent action of the nuclear and

Coulomb fields in peripheral collisions at high energies. But, due to their large contribution to

the total reaction cross sections, it is worthwhile to show examples of their applications. Being a

rapidly growing field, the reactions with radioactive secondary beams offer a good opportunity to

this (see ref. 51).

Besides the measurements of the reaction cross sections with radioactive secondary beams,

another intriguing experimental result is related to the momentum distribution of the *Li fragments

originated from the reaction uLi + Target -» 'Li + X. These fragments result from peripheral

reactions and give information about the nuclear matter distribution near the surface of the "Li-

isotope. The perpendicular momentum distribution of the 'Li fragments shows a "two-peak"

structure43', with a narrow peak on the top of a wider one. The widths of gaussian fits to these

peaks are given by cwut = 95 ± 12 MeV/c for the wider peak, and antTT0V = 23± 5 MeV/c for the

narrower one. Such structure has also been found in the reaction uBe + Target -»12 Be + X. In

the case of llLi it is known that the separation energy of the last two neutrons is SJn - 0.19±0.10
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McV, while the separation energy of only one nucleon is as much as S|» = 0.90 ±0.1 Me\'.

Hanscn and Jonson"' have argued that it is the strength of the neutron pairing which is

responsible for the differences in the separations energies of uLi and of other neutron rich nuclei.

This pairing makes the bond between tbe two loosely bound neutrons much stronger than the

respective bonds between each of them and the *Li core. That is. the uLi is much fike a cluster

nucleus with a di-neutron system bound to the *li core. It is the aim of this paper to show that

both the widths of the momentum distributions as well as the total cross sections can be explained

by nff"tt"!g a simple cluster-like structure for " I t as a di-neutron bound to a *Li core. But we

also show that analogous results can be obtained by considering the excitation of a soft vibration

of the protons against the neutrons in uLi. The presently available data do not unambiguously

distinguish between the two models.

Due to the small energy necessary to remove the neutron pair, the reaction process is of

peripheral nature. The fragmentation is then originated by the nuclear field when the tails of the

nudeonk distributions just touch each other, or by the Coulomb field even when the nuclei pass

several tens of fennis far from each other. The scattering angle 9 is therefore very small, and the

momentum transfer in the reaction Ap is related to energy transfer by

Ap = P /co«0 - p, 3E — {VII2)

where v is the projectile velocity. Since the energy E* transferred in peripheral processes are

typically of order of few MeV, it can not be absorbed by a single nucleon. The nucleon would carry

a momentum ~ y/2mE*, which is appreciably larger than that of eq. (VII.2) for t; «* c. However,

such energy could be absorbed by a nucleon pair, or a pair of clusters, which can have high

kinetic energy and small total momentum, when tbe nucleons move approximately with opposite

directions. The relation (VII.2) can also b; satisfied if collective excitations, like vibratiooal modes,

are excited.

Let us assume that tbe energy E* deposited in the nucleus with mass number A leads to its

fragmentation into two pieces which i y apart with opposite momenta with the same magnitude p.

If one of the fragments have mass number a, the following relations holds
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where mjv »thenuckon mass ande is the binding energy between the two dusters. The momentum

widths of the fragments is obtained, after an average of (VIU), as

< p* >= 2mN < K > *{A~ U) (V//.4)

where < K > = < £T* > - < e > is the average kinetic energy of the fragments.

This formula is very much like the one obtained by Goldhaber531 for the momentum width

of a fragment of mass number a in the fragmentation of a nucleus of mass number A. No wonder,

kfTOTtf both approaches rely on moment un and energy conservation. Goldbaber assumes that the

momentum width results from an average of the net momentum obtained by adding the individual

momenta of the nucleons inside the fragment at the exact moment it flies off the nucleus. This

procedure relates < p* > to the Fermi momentum Pf- of nucleus A. The final result (which assumes

< E* > ~ 0) in equation (VII.3) with 2mN <K> replaced by P | / 5 .

Since the transferred energy depends on the specification of the target, as weD as on the

beam energy, then by means of a variation of these parameters the measurement of < p2 > yields

precious information about < e >. In the case of "Li -» ' I t + (2n), the narrow peak with width

^/<rpT> = 23 ± 5 MeV. gives < K > = 0.17 ± 0.08 MeV. while for the wide peak with width

y/<p>> = 95 ± 12 MeV/c one obtains < A' > = 2.9 ± 0.8 MeV. Since the binding energy < of any

pair of neutrons in uLi can not be larger than some MeV (one could imagine that at least one of

the neutrons come from the inner part of "Li, where it is more tightly bound), the above results

show that the energy E* transferred in the process can not be larger than some MeV, too. This

means that the dissociation is very soft and occurs at very large impact parameters, probing the

tail of the nuclear matter distribution in "Li. The average kinetic energy < K > associated with

the narrow peak is of the same magnitude as the binding energy of the loosely bound neutrons.

Then, it may give information about the correlation distance between the di-neutron system and

the *£i«eore, within the cluster-like hypothesis. On the other band, the wider peak reveals that a

more tightly bound neutron is taken out of "It . An analysis of the dissociation cross section as
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a function of tbr relative final momentum of the fragments confirm tbe above hypothesis, as we

it.

that the uLi pusstn a binary duster structure (di-neutron +*Li). one can make

simple eithnalei of the cross sections for iu dissociation. Using a deuteson-Kke wave function for

the pair of dusters and a strong absorption model, simple expressions were obtained in ref. 54.

Tbe nudear contribution to the differential cross section, in tbe limit that f -»0. is obtained as

where q is the relative Hrr——*—** of the dusters after tbe dissociation, RT is the target radius,

and n = ^/2(u/h, with jt equal to tbe reduced mass of tber dusters.

Tbe Coulomb contribution to tbe differential cross section (taking only tbe El-multipole con-

tribution) in tbe same limit, is given by

If4 \lnt2L.\ £] ivil6)

where 7 = (1 - «Vc*)-"3 is the rdatmstk Lorentt factor, 6 = 0.891 and ft» = * V -I-

Ai(Zi) lefer» to the mass (charge) number of duster i(A = Ai+Aj) and R-RT + Rp-

Tbe above expressions reveal that tbe spread in f3 is of order of < f2 >S IJ2. This means

that tbe relative kinetic energy of tbe dusters after tbe dissociation is on the average of same

value as their binding energies. This is indeed what we obtained above for < K > «Tiirtfd

with the narrow momentum component. Therefore, tbe narrow momentum component can be

interpreted at originating from the removal of two neutrons weakly bound in "It . The root mean

square radius for "Li, supposed to be a deuteron like system, is V< r2 > = l/>/5 TJ ~ 5.8 fm.

The experimental value 4 i ) for the r a n . radius of tbe *Li core is about 2.5 fm. Therefore, the

di-neutron system forms a neutron kaU around the 9Li core.

A» has been pointed out by Tanihaia*** the amount of kinetic energy associated with the broad

momentum width (~ 3 MeV) is related to the binding energy of neutrons in the 'li-core. As in the

ease of *L* + (2n) described above, a pair of neutrons in *Li core can also absorb tbe transferred

energy in tbe reaction with their final relative momentum and energy obeying eq. (VTI.2). In this
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case the decay constant IJ in eqs. (VII.5) and (VII.6) can be related to ttic average binding energy

of neutrons in the *Li core as IJ = > /m\« c /ft . Taking «c - 3 MeV. this yields a r.m.s. radius of

about 2.65 mi. which agrees ver}* well with the r.m.s. radius of 'Li.

Neutrons coming out of the *Lt core can also have their origin in the collective excitation of

it. The most effective way of creating such excitations is by means of the Coulomb interaction. It

gives the same "kick" to all Z protons inside *Li, leading to their collective motion. For collisions

with impact parameter 6, this kick leads to an energy transfer which can easily be calculated

as4*» AEi = 2Z(Zr«2)2/»nAffcV. where ZT is the target charge. But the protons are not free

and they pull the neutrons together. This leads to a movement of the whole nucleus, and the

Coulomb recoil that one obtains by assuming that the nucleus with mass number A is a rigid body

is A £ j s 2(ZZre2)*/Amjvb2r2. The difference between these energies goes to the vibration of

the Z protons against the -V neutrons, and is

If we assume that only the protons and neutrons in the *Li participate in these vibrations (AT =

6, Z = 3), and for " I t beams (0.8 GeV/nudeon) incident on Pb. one finds E' = 0.26 MeV in a

collision with & — 15 fm. This energy is far below the excitation energy of giant dipole resonances

(GDR) in normal nuclei, which means that the excitation cross section of a giant dipole mode in

the 9Li core is small.

Indeed, assuming that this dipole resonance excited on the 9Li core can be accounted for in

the same way as a normal giant dipole resonance positioned at ECR, and using the TRK sum rule.

one finds for the total Coulomb cross section

with
VZ

S.R. = 60 -j-, (VII.$b)

where all modified Bessel functions. K». are functions of ( = ECR R/lhv, and Ar, Z and A refers

to the neutron, charge and mass number of the *Ii core (6. 3 and 9. respectively). Assuming that
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the resonance lie; in the energy range EGR = 1 0 - 2 0 MeV. and fui beams with 0.6 GeV/nucleoi.

incident on Pb, one finds OGR — 50 - 400 mb.

One could think about other vibrations modes in " I ; . like all proton» vibrating against all

neutrons, or a *£» core vibrating against the di-neutron system > Such type of motion has been

recently studied by Suzuki et al5T|, what they called by a pygmy resonance» For the former case

(A* = 8, Z = 3 and A = 11) we find E' = 0.29 MeV. while for the latter case one makes the

substitution of Z by Z2/(A - 2) in the equation for A £ | and obtain» E' - 0.02 MeV. From these

values one sees that it is very improbable that the latter vibration mode could be excited. It is

much more reasonable to think that another possible way for the " I i to absorb energy is by the

excitation of vibrations of all protons against all neutrons in it. Due to the existence of the neutron

halo, one might think that the protons move almost freely inside the "I< and that the excitation

of such dipole vibrations will occur at very small energies isoit dipoie mode;.

Recently, Kobayashi et al5 i ) have measured the total cross section for the dissociation of " I t

[into *Li + (2n)l incident on several targets (Pb, Cu and C) with 0.S GeV/nucIeon beams. We

shall refer to their particular result for Pb targets which has the advantage of having a large Z,

and induces a large Coulomb cross section. They obtained the value oc = 1.31 r 0.13 b. In the

' I t + (2n) cluster model, the total cross section for direct Coulomb dissociation is obtained by an

integration of (VI.6) which results in

For the reaction cited above it gives OQD - 1-4-tto ? ̂  w n e r e the uucertainne., are due to the error

in the binding energy.

The nuclear contribution to the direct break-up cannot be obtained by an integration of

(VI.5) because it was based on the impulse approximation, neglecting the interference with an

eclipse term. Including such effect the cross section is well described by the Glauber formula9**

*SD~ j(2ín2-i)íjp. (VI1.10)

In addition to this (dirTractional) dissociation one has to account for the absorption of the (2n)

system by the target (stripping). The cross section for this process- was obtained for the deuteron
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by Serbcr'01 For other duster-like [o + (.4 - a)) nuclei one has

For the reaction "Li + Tar get — *X,»-rA" one obtains O, \D = 270lJS° mb andais - 1651*2 mf>-

respectively. One then sees that the Coulomb dissociation accounts for the main part of the

measured cross section, although the nuclear contribution is not negligible. At this point we observe

that the Coulomb-nuclear interference in these reactions may be neglected for the following reason.

The nuclear contribution to the total cross section can at most come from those impact parameters

(from bmtn to &m*xj for which the neutron halo of llLt touches the nuclear matter distribution of

Pb. The contribution of the Coulomb field to the total cross section from this interval of impact

parameters is, percentually, given by

A ln{bmtz/bmtn)

Using typical values of bmtn ~ 10 frn and bmmt ~ 13 / m , one finds A ~ 5 %. This means that

only about 5 % of the Coulomb contribution should interfere with the nuclear contribution. The

reason is that, although the fragmentation induced by the Coulomb interaction maybe small in a

single collision, the interval of impact parameters contributing to the total cross section is very

large, up to some hundreds of fermis. Therefore, we can write «r»0««/ — <?.v + <?c- Adding the

Coulomb dissociation, the nuclear diffraction dissociation, and the stripping cross sections one can

reproduce quite well the experimental value of Kobayashi et al5$> for the total cross sections for

two neutron removal from secondary beams of " I t incident on Pb.

U we now restrict our study to the Coulomb contribution to the dissociation, which is the

dominant part of the cross sections, we find that the excitation of giant resonances as described

above can also lead to great values of the cross sections. ID fact, if we assume that the euergy of

excitation, EGR< oi a soft vibration mode in " I t is of order of 1 MeV. and that the contribution

of this soft mode to the sum rule SR is of about 10%, we find (using A* = 8, Z = 3 and . 4=11)

OCR a 1.3 b. Due to its low binding energy, one of the main channels for the decay of this resonance

must be the emission of the two neutrons. This indicates that the excitation of this soft dipole
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mode is another possible mechanism to explain the narrow momentum component in the data for
11 Lt —»' Li + -Y, as well as the total cross section for the fragmentation.

From the present available data it does not seem to be possible to know if the fragmentation
11 Li —•* Li + X in secondary beam reactions proceed via the direct break-up of a two-cluster

system or by the excitation of a soft dipole mode. But note that the two mechanisms assume very

distinct structures for nLi. The direct break-up supposes that the protons are tightly bound to

the neutrons in the *Li core, while the excitation of the soft mode assumes that the protons move

almost freely against a neutrooic background. Since the Coulomb kick to the protons does not

depend in either hypothesis, only one of the two mechanisms could be responsible for the measured

cross sections. Due to the large errors in the knowledge of the binding energy of two neutrons in
11 Li, and also due to lack of information about the energy location as well as of the strength of the

photonuclear cross section for uLi at the energies involved, precise theoretical calculations based

on either of these models are not conclusive, and the agreement with the experimental data is not

unique. Certainly, more experimental results and theoretical discussions are needed in order to

determine which of the nuclear models are adequate.

In contrast to the simple models described above, conventional shell model calculations per-

formed by Bertsch and collaborators*2'84' were not able to rerpoduce the amount of electric dipole

strength in nLi necessary to explain the electromagnetic dissociation cross sections. As concluded

by Bertsch and Foxwell62' it maybe essential to take cluster aspects into account. Nonetheless, the

failure of the shell model calculations to determine the enhancement of the electric dipole strength

of " I t at low energies - which is needed to reproduce the experimental data - has lead those

authors to argue if the eexperimental values of the electromagnetic dissociation cross sections'"

have been correctly extracted from the total cross sections.

Their point is that in ref. 58 one assumes that the nuclear cross section scales as as -

2* (Rp + RT) A, which is characteristic of a peripheral process concentrated in a small ring width

A at the surface of the projectile (Serber Model). By adjusting the parameters of this scaling law

the "experimental" values of as were obtained for other targets, and the Coulomb contribution

ffc to the cross section were inferred by subtraction. But. since liLi has a long tail in its matter

distribution, such procedure is doubtful. Assuming that the target is a "black disk" the nuclear
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stripping of the outer nucleons in n I t should be

eN = 2JT( Rp + RT) A P(RT) (V//.13)

where P(RT) a *be probability that the outer neutrons win be removed from "Li. Due to long

matter tail, this probability depends on RT- Actually it should be approximately proportional to

the area A of overlap between the target and the neutron halo in "Li. From simple geometrical

considerations it is possible to show that A oc RT- That is, as should increase like RT, which

would result in larger values of "<r"'" than that what was determined in ref. 58. This has as

a consequence that "a"rn should be smaller than the values determined by Kobayashi et al.5i).

Indeed, in ref. 65, an eilconal approach to the nuclear dissociation oíuLi using the nucleon-nucleon

amplitudes as input has shown that a more apropriate parametrization of ON with AT is

oN m [oXp/9 + bAp + c] mb {VU.lZa)

with

a » 98.7, b = 2.284 and c = - 2 5 . 8 9 (V7/.136)

For large values of AT, the above equation results in an appreciable deviation from the A1-/*

scaling law"*. This is in fact a very relevant point since the electromagnetic dissociation of neutron

rich nuclei reveals important aspects of their intrinsic structure.
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VIII. Conclusions

It is quite obvious from our results presented in the previous Chapters, that the "tpipj"-

interaction, corrected for by Pauli blocking and higher-order multiple scattering effects, is only

adequate for accounting the absorptive content of the HI interaction, in a limited energy domain,

contrary to several claims 3>. This energy region is dominated by single and/or double nucleon

knockout processes. At lower energies the Pauli blocking, though slightly weakened by the attactive

nuclear interaction, reduces significantly the contributions of these processes to the total reaction

cross section. This is also the conclusion reached when a nuclear matter, G-matrix calculation is

performed 4 ) .

To account for CR at E/A < tp, several channels, related principally to mean field effects, such

as fusion, incomplete fusion, deep inelastic, nuclear quasi-elastic and particle transfer channels, have

to be added to the knockout channel. This has been partially made by Faessler". At relativistic

energies, peripheral processes play a relevant role, and Coulomb excitation of giant resonances (or

direct Coulomb fragmentation) dominates the reaction cross section, especially for loosely bound

nuclei.
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Appendix I • Derivation of OR from the Wronskian

In this Appendix, we supply a derivation of OR using explicit}- the optical Schrodinger equation

- ^ W + ) + (V - t W > ( + ) = Etf(+) (A./.1)

where we take W > 0 to describe absorption. From (A.I.I) one can immediately derive the equation

for flux conservation,

hi? }d*r = 2< ifr(+) | W

where j in the probability current

Applying Gauss' theorem to the LHS (A.I.2), we have then

- J j dX = | < tf(+) | W | 0<+) > (AJA)

where the integral is over any surface surrounding the interaction, in a region where the potential

has vanished. Eq. (A.I.4) simply says that the net radial flux is not zero because of absorption.

The total reaction cross section is defined as the net inward radial flux given by the LHS of (A.I.4)

divided by the incident flux | «/>(+) |* v, where v is the asymptotic relative velocity

-fjdA _ 2 < * \ W \ * >

If we choose the normalization of ^ l + ) to be | v ( + ) | 2= 1 we obtain our expression for OR Eq.

(II.9)

OR = 1 < ^+> | W | ̂ <+> > = |
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We leave it to the reader to convince himself that Eq. (A.I.4) can be written in the more familiar

optical theorem form,

y Im /(0) - J | /(*) I2 <ffi = | < t-(+l | W | v
(+) > [A.I.I)

where the first term is the total cross section and the second the total elastic cross section. Clearly

(A.I.6) is consistent with (A.I.7).

The extention of the above considerations to coupled channels is straightforward. Instead of

Eq. (A.I.I) we now have to consider the following

(A.I A)

where Wo represents the absorptive potential in | V>é+) >, in the limit VOJ = 0.

Gauss' theorem then gives

- JjdA . | W

The second term on the left hand side represents the contribution to j'ydX arising from the

channels j , coupled to the entrance channel. This term can be further decomposed, as was shown

in Chapter II, into a genuine open channels contribution and closed channels contributions (fusion).

In fact, taking V,; to be Hennitian, we have1"

Im < V><+) | V.itf+% | 0<+) > =< vt
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Accordingly, (A.I.6) becomes now

where on describes the direct channels contribution.
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Appendix II • Comparison beetween 6'* h ' and 6\

In this short appendix we present a comparison between the imaginary part of the nuclear

elastic phase shift calculated within the eikonal approximation. Eq. (11.22),

* ft K J-

with the more precise one obtained within the WKB approximation. Eq. (11.19)

(A.II.2)

tat several cases, involving the 1 2C + " C system, using tf(r') = 0 Cor simplicity. A Woods-Saxon

form was employed for

with a = 0.6 / m and R* = 8.0 / m . W'# was varied.

The results are presented in figure (28). Clearly, the higher energy is, the better agreement one

obtains between the two expressions. In the application described in this paper, we have always

employed the WKB expression with the real part of the potential taken into account.
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Appendix III • Paul! blocking effects on the nucleus-nucleus total cross section

1. Calculation of OKN for nucleon-nucleus scattering

In the first part of this Appendix, we review the calculation of <?jvjv in nudeon-nucleus scat-

tering. Although this has been discussed extensively by several authors, we feel that a review is

necessary as a preparation for the calculation of ã\ . \ in the nucleus-nucleus case, presented in the

second part of this Appendix.

The average cross section of two nucleus, one of which is found with momentum k2 is given

by

where Vft s f'fc}-, is the volume of the Fermi sphere representing the target nucleus (labeled

here by 2), and ^ " ( q . q ' ) is the free nudeon-nudeon cross section, which depends on the relative

momenta q = k| - kj and q' = k', - k'2. before and after the collision, respectively, where kj is

the incident nucleon momentum. When using Eq. (A.IV.l) one normally employs for a?K an

empirical form, which is valid for fixed target nudeons. To correct for this namely for the fact that

k £ 0, one inserts a transformation factor. | ki - k? j /Jtj. giving thus

Clearly, Pauli blocking enters through the restriction. | k'j | > kF}, | k'2 | > kFj, or k'J > 2k\.

Tbefbre, when expressed in terms of the differential cross section, Eq. (A.III.2) takes form, in the

energy region where eT = / dil do/d(l.

J = ~ j dk2
 | k '^ k 2 i J dSl ̂  for Jfc',2 + k't

2 > 2k2
Ft (AMI.3)
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Using now energy and momentum conservation, we can recast the above equation into the following

form

After integrating over ç \ we obtain, assuming (fo/dft = o%N{q)/4x, the following

where the lower limit of integration, obeys, i f + k% > 2Jtf,-

It is usual practice to assume that ffJiN{q) is a constant, a0, which results in the following

simple expression for

(A.in.6)

which are nothing but Eqs. (IV.3, IV.4), mentioned in Section IV.

In the application we envisage in this paper, we shall use the empirical energy-dependent

'/vjvfa)- ^>or th** purpose, a more convenient form for the evaluation of ãsn is the following,

equivalent, relation

T-T7- I dk2 I ki - k7 I j l /

where the restrictions imposed by the conservation laws and Pauli's principle are contained implic-

itly in the solid angle integral. The above form otW^s » the one which is most easily adaptable

to the ion-ion case.

In the calculation of the integral / / , . . , , dSl, one resorts to geometrical arguments. Pauli block-

ing, within the Fermi gas model used here, implies a restriction on the lengths of the vectors k'i and

k'j, as visualized in figure (26a). The momenta kj and k? define the total momentum 2p = k t + k 2

and the relative momentum 2q = kj - k2, with p specifying the center of the scattering sphere
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and q it radius, as indicated in figure (2Gb;. the conservation of linear momentum implies fix-d p.

From energy conservation, we also have ki • kj = k'i - k'i and q = q'. wbidi implies a constant

radius for the scattering sphere. Imposing now Pauli blocking, gives

|k'j|=lp-q'l> * * (AJILS)

which implies that the amount of solid angle not allowed is as indicated in figure (26c) by the

dashed area. Thus JPmmh&l = 4* - fl«, which when inserted in Eq. (A.III.7), yields the closed

expression, Eq. (A.III.6), if a constant «•£*($) is used. The solid angle portion ft. is given by

(obtained directly from Eq. (A.III.8))

2. Calculation of <TSN(E) for nucleus-nucleus scattering

In the nucleus-nucleus case, the calculation of ÕNN(E) involves the considerations of three

spheres; the two Fermi spheres representing the projectile and target nuclei and the scattering

sphere, determined by the momentum and energy conservation laws and the Pauli principle, in

dose analogy with the considerations presented in the first part of this Appendix.

The starting expression for ONN(E) in the nucleus-nucleus case is

VF,*F,J * ** Jpmmb

where Vjr, = f^kf, and V>, = f *ijr, being the Fermi volume of the projectile and target nuclei,

respectively and 2q =j k| - kj + k | with k denoting the relative momentum spheres alluded to
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above. Using similar arguments as those discussrd in the first part of this Appendix, leads us to

concludr that the region «of allowed by the Pauli exclusion principle in the nucleus-nucleus <

is the one shown as the shaded region in figure (27b).

The restricted solid angle integral is

where il« and Q» are the solid angles specifying the excluded cones and Q represents the intersection

area of the two conical sections. The solid angles Í1. and ÍÍ» are easily determined.

SI» = 2»(1 - cos*») {AJII.12)

where

2bq

and

2q = k , -k -k ,

b = k - p (A.III.U)
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The evaluation of H is tedius but straightforward61' We give bciow the pertinent expressions.

Two possibilities arive

for

2) Í5 = 2né(í,í.,tf»), for

where the angle 0 is given by

cos

The solid angle fl. has the following values,

a) fli = 0, for 0>

t\ n A Í - i f COS0»
b) ft, =2<cos l\—M . . .

I Lsin0,v^cosJ0.+ o

— cos 8 cos 0 .

_ , [ COS 0 , — COS 0 COS 04

sini» V'cos3 0, + cos7 tf» - 2 cos 0 cos 9. cos 0»

. _ , fcO80»-COS0COS0.1
- C O S 0 . COS M . . . . =•

[ sin 0 sin 0 . J

„ , fcos0. - cos 0 cos 04
- COS0» COS ! . . . . -

[ sin 0 sin 04

for |0»-0. |<0<0.+0», (A.III.19)

and

e) tti m fi» , for 0» < 0. . 0 <| 0» - 0. | (A.III.20)
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d) n, = n . . for * . < Í » . 0 < I » » - * . !

The first case above represents the situation where no intersection of the two conic sections, a and

b. occur.

We would mention that it may happen in some cases, for several values of p, q and kpt, the

cosine functions above attain unphysical values (> 1). These cases are

1) p + i <kFt • *w costf. < - 1

2) I P + i I > *F, , for cos** > +1

3) J> + « < * F , , for c o s 0 » < - l

4) |p-«|>*F, , for cos0»>l (A.III.22)

Under the conditions 1 and 3 we merely set fpnti àSl equal to zero, since the scattering sphere in

this case is situated inside the Fermi sphere of either the target or projectile nucleus. If, on the

other hand, cos, > 1 and cos» > 1 (conditions 2 and 4) then two possibilities are considered

The cases 0* « 0 and ft» « 0 represent the situation when the scattering sphere does not intersects

the Fermi spheres.

In Eq. (A.III. 10) the average nucleon-nucleon cross section WHN clearly depends on the Fermi

momenta kpt and kpt which are related to the matter densities according to "'

where the second term amounts to a surface correction with ( about 0.1.
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In our calculation of <T MV . we have used the above expression for kf, and kpt in Eq. (A.1I1 10).

which was evaluated numerically. Simple analytic expression, such as given in Eq. (111.3) for the

nucleon-nudeus case, was found, even in the limiting case of constant free nucleon-nucleon total

cross section.
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Table captions

Table 1. The parameters of the NN amplitude according to Eq. (111.24). From Ref. (26).

Table 2. The percentage transparency for M C + " C, "C + M i Pb. nCa +«• Co and *»Pb + » • P6, at

several center of mass energies. See text for details.

Table 3. The identical-particle correction of the total reaction cross sections of the systems ltC+12 C,

"Co + 4 i Co, «°Zr + " ZT and " •P* +»» P». See ten far details.
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Figure captions

Figure 1. The total cross section of the NX system vs laboratory energy (from rei. 11).

Figure 2. The angle-integrated one-pion production cross section for the XN system (from Ref. 11).

Figure 3. The angle-integrated two-pion production cross-section for the NN system (from Fief. 11).

Figure 4. The transparency factor vs 2X/R (Eq. (11.28)).

Figure 5. The correlation distance Acorr. vs laboratory energy for the p + 1 2 C system. See text for

details.

Figure 6. The real part of the second order nucleus-nucleus potential at four laboratory energies: 100

MeV/A (dashed curve), 200 MeV/A (dotted curve), 300 MeV/A (dashed-dotted curve) and

500 MeV/A (dashed-double dotted curve). For reference, the usual double-folding potential

is also shown (full curve).

Figure 7. The imaginary part of the second-order nucleus-nucleus potential (same as Fig. 6). The

potential equivalent to the double folding potential, namely Im ~tp, p-f is also exhibited (full

curve).

Figure 8. The Pauli blocking-corrected total proton-proton cross section in the proton-nucleus system,

for several values of RFI (the target Fermi momentum). Also shown is the free crjp.

Figure 9. Same as Fig. S for the neutron-proton total cross section in the proton-nucleus system.

Figure 10. Same as Fig. 8 in the nucleus-nucleus system.

Figure 11. Same as Fig- 9 in the nucleus-nucleus system.

Figure 12. The imaginary part of the "tpin" interaction for 17C+i2C: a) with Pauli blocking: b) without

Pauli blocking.

Fjgure 13. Same as Fig. 12 for the mPb +2W Pb system.

Figure 14. Total reaction cross-section for p +4 0 Ca calculated with the relativistic, Dirac, description.

The data points were taken from the references cited in Fief. (23).

Figure 15. Same as Fig. 14 for p + 208P6.

Figure 16. The total reaction cross section for nC +1 2 C vs EcM/A. Full curve includes Pauli blocking

plus refractive effects, dashed-dotted curve corresponds to ã with no refractive effects, and

dashed curve represents calculation with the free ffj-.v- The data points were collected from
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the experiment id papers cited in the reference list (Refs. 7-10).

Figure 17. Same as Fig. 16 for "C +*» Pb.

Figure 18. Same as Fig. 16 for wPb + I M Pb.

Figure 19. Same as Fig. 16 for 17C +*° Ca (no calculation with ã is shown: see text for details).

Figure 20. Same as Fig. 16 for *°Ca +<0 Ca.

Figure 21. Same as Fig. 16 for " C +*° Zr.

Figure 22. Same as Fig. 16 for *°Zr +90 Zr.

Figure 23. Same as Fig. 16 for *°Ca +W8 Pb.

Figure 24. Same as Fig. 16 for ">Zr +2 M Pb.

Figure 25. Total reaction cross section for Li isotopes on nC at E/A = 800 MeV. See text for details.

The data points were taken from ref. 42.

Figure 26. Same as Fig. 25 for Be isotopes.

Figure 27. Total reaction cross section of "I t on several targets at E/A = 800 MeV. The data points

were taken from ref. 42.

Figure 28. The imaginary phase shift calculated according to the WKB approximation (full curve) and

the Eikonal approximation (dashed curve): a) EC.M. — 10 MeV. Wo - 5 MeV; b) Eon =

10 MeV, Wo = 50 Mev; c) ECM = 100 MeV. Wo = 5 MeV: d) EC.M = 100 MeV.

Wo = 50 MeV.

Figure 29. The geometrical realization of Pauli blocking in the nudeon-nudeus system: a) restrictions

on the momentum vectors; b) the allowed scattering sphere and c) the Pauli forbidden region

(dashed area). See Appendix III for details.

Figure 30. Same as Fig. 29 for the nucleus-nucleus system: a) the three "spheres" describing the scatter-

ing region in momentun space, and b) the Pauli forbidden region (dashed area). See Appendix

III for details.
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Table I

°n arr arr apn ap*

IMeV) • (mb) (/m2) (mb)

100

150

200

325

425

550

650

800

1000

2200

33.2

26.7

23.6

24.5

27.4

36.9

42.3

47.3

47.2

44.7

1.87

1.53

1.15

0.45

0.47

0.32

O.1Ò

0.06

-0.09

-0.17

0.66

0.57

0.56

0.26

0.21

0.04

0.07

0.09

0.09

0.12

72.7

50.2

42.0

36.1

33.1

35.5

37.7

37.9

39.2

42.0

1.00

0.96

0.71

0.16

0.25

-0.24

-0.35

-0.20

-0.46

-0.50

0.36

0.58

0.68

0.36

0.27

0.085

0.09

0.12

0.12

0.14
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Table II

4.208

A V nation

50

100

200

300

500

46,7%

50,9%

49,0%

47,8%

44,0%

50

100

200

500

900

34,4%

32,2%

35,47c

32.97c

25.27c

f r0 = 1,50 fm= l ,57 /m

"Ca +40 Co ' »»P6+2oa Pb*

V (=»£=) E.« / MtV \
A ^ nmcltan '

50

100

200

300

500

28,9%

32,4%

31,1%

30.0%

27,2%

50

100

200

300

500

26,27c

29,17c

28,2%

27.17c

25.57c

1,50/m = 1.50/m
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Table III

"C+i7C *°Ca+*°Ca wZr +«* Zr iWPb+™ Pb

(MeV)

bc Aa, bc Aa, bt Aa, bt Aa,

(/m) (fm2) (/m2) (/m2) (/m2)

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

20

22

24

5.5

5.5

5.5

5.5

5.5

5.5

5.5

5.5

5.5

5.5

5.5

5.5

-8.56

12.28

-11.29

7.97

-3.4

-4.49

6.72

-1.07

-6.09

2.11

46

3.8

5.0

5.0

6.5

7.0

7.0

7.0

7.0

7.5

7.5

7.5

8.0

8.0

-4.28

-2.24

0.14

-3.46

2.71

-2.75

2.23

-2.53

1.15

2.37

0.89

1.45

5.0

5.0

6.5

7.0

8.0

8.5

8.5

9.0

9.0

10.0

10.0

12.0

-0.03

-0.85

-1.29

-0.61

-0.52

0.46

-1.45

1.31

1.35

-0.19

1.2

-1.12

4.0

4.0

4.0

6.0

8.5

9.0

9.5

10.0

11.0

12.0

15.0

15.0

0.44

-0.37

0.27

0.44

0.74

-0.69

-0.46

-0.69

-0.48

0.72

0.54

0.42

£
, i

b
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